Using an iPhone or iPod Touch with CEO Exchange Mail

The iPhone and Microsoft Exchange are perfect partners that work very well together. Mail messages, contact updates and calendar events are ‘Pushed’ to your iPhone as necessary or to an iPod Touch when you join a wireless network. These instructions are based on your iPhone NOT being connected to a school’s Wireless Network.

- The settings you will use below include: your email address — first.last@dow.catholic.edu.au
- Mail Server — mail.dow.catholic.edu.au and your username — surnameinitial01, etc.
- To set up CEO Exchange Mail, Calendar and Address Book on an iPhone or iPod Touch, press the ‘Settings’ button followed by pressing ‘Mail, Contacts, Calendars’.
- Choose ‘Add Account...’

Then touch Microsoft Exchange

Enable Contacts and Calendars

The final settings will be;

Enter details as per these below. The Server line will appear after touching ‘Next’.

If you have existing information, you will choose to keep it or to Delete it.

Noting the Email address and other settings are the same when setting up Mac Mail.

Remember to use your appropriate Domain; primary, secondary or ceo.